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Meet Hope Adams
 

I'm from West Virginia and I went to school at West Virginia University. I have always 
worked in PR and now have a job at a start-up doing sales. I love people and have a 
lot of different interests when it comes to using my people, PR and sales skills within 
different industries. When I was in college, I was the research director for my senior 
class practicum. We worked as an agency for our client FEMAMA based in Sao 
Paulo, Brazil. FEMAMA is a breast cancer institute where we helped them 
implement an internal campaign to build a cohesive business model between 
NGOs. We pitched them over spring break. Bottom line: it was amazing!  
 
In high school, my mom had stage 1 breast cancer and had to endure chemo. She 
lost all her hair and it was very traumatic for her, but she never once shared her 
troubles with me. I never went to a treatment with her and was living in denial, 
again because of her strong will to never show her pain. After my study in college, I 
was so blessed to see breast cancer from a whole new perspective. I was able to 
share an experience with my mom that I once was not able to even fathom.  
 
As of today, I am living in midtown east. I love my block, 51st and 2nd Ave! I moved 
her a few days over a year ago. I have moved her weeks after I graduated college. I 
love to explore in the city and am just starting to feel acquainted. I have always 
been very involved with extracurricular activities through school and love to be 
active! Running is my vice. It is probably that one thing in life that has never 
changed for me. I am excited to meet new people, fundraise, and have the 
discipline to run over 26 miles! I was just thinking yesterday how I would love to 
volunteer throughout this journey because it makes me much more motivated to 
run that extra mile when I have an emotional attachment. The memories of breast 
cancer that I already have are great, but I would love some current ones! :) 



Meet Nicole Brennie

My name is Nicole Brennie, I'm 35 years old and live in Warwick, NY.  
 
My husband Bobby and I have 3 beautiful daughters Lorenza age 6, Lucca age 4 
and Lella age 2.   
 
This spring my 29 year old sister Kate was diagnosed with stage 3 breast cancer. 
This of course has rocked our world...she 29...how does this happen. She is a wife 
and mother of 2 sweet boys age 3 and 1.  She is an amazing person and is fighting 
her battle with beauty, grace and grit. I need to run for her and other women like 
her to help raise awareness for Breast Cancer.   
 
This will be my first ever marathon and I'm so excited! 



Meet Jennifer Darlak
 
I'm running because last year I was diagnosed with breast cancer and wanted to do 
something to celebrate my recovery. I have always loved to run and have completed 
7 marathons so far.  
 
I feel so grateful to part of such an amazing cause.  



Meet Anthony Ferrone
 
I live in New York. Fitness training and exercise have been part of health and 
wellness regime for may years. I have ran the NYC Half, Hamptons Half and Sydney 
Half (Australia) 
 
Why I’m running for TPA : 
The fight against Breast Cancer began in my family in 2013 with my cousin and in 
2015 with my Sister. My Sister has had a difficult but strong; and to date; successful 
treatment series over the past year. We continue to support her fight along the 
journey and contribute to finding a cure. My cousin Marisa Federico fought a 2.5 yr 
battle with breast cancer and recently died at the age of 37 yrs old. Marisa's fight 
gave the people she knew, encountered and never met the strength to see the 
happiness and positivity in life no matter what. 



Meet Mari Kaye Haney

My name is Mari Kaye Haney.  I live in Florence, SC with my husband David and our 
7 year old Josh.  I started running about 3 years ago.  I have a neighbor that tried to 
talk me into doing a half marathon with her in 2014.  I told her I never thought I 
would be able to do a half marathon.  February of 2014 we found out she had been 
diagnosed with breast cancer.  Right after that I signed up for my first half.  I’ve 
completed 8 since then. 
 
November 16, 2015, my mom was diagnosed with the same type of breast cancer, 
HER2+.  Two special people in my life battling the same disease.   
 
I never thought I would run a full marathon.  But this diagnosis made me want to do 
something to honor my mom and all the women battling this disease.   



Meet Alex Jacob

I'm 26 years old and was diagnosed with invasive BC when I was 24. I had a double 
mastectomy, 8 rounds of chemo, and 2 reconstructive surgeries and am now clean 
and well!  
 
I've worked at Memorial Sloan Kettering for 3.5 years in clinical research with the 
lymphoma service.  
 
I decided to run the marathon with TPA after meeting Sam at last year's gala, 
hearing what a great experience she's had with the team and figuring after beating 
cancer, a marathon was the next hardest thing I could think to take on. I'm very 
excited to raise funds and raise awareness for such a great organization and to run 
with this great group of women! 



Meet Katie Kuhn

A little about me : 
I am a California gal (bay area) living in NYC for the last 3 years. I ran my first 
marathon just out of college, and caught the running bug! I’ve run a total of five 
marathons, including the New York City marathon twice.  
 
why i’m running with Team TPA : 
In 2013, my mom and two of my aunts were diagnosed with breast cancer within 
weeks of each other. Each fought different battles, and I’m so happy to be able to 
say they won. They are both healthy and cancer-free today.  
 
In 2014, I wanted to do something more to raise hell against breast cancer. So, I 
signed up to run with team TPA. At the time, I didn’t know much about TPA and had 
never run as a part of a charity team. However, the more I got to know TPA, the 
more I realized I had found the right place to do my best to make change.  
 
It was such a special experience, surpassing my fundraising goal and running my 
best marathon yet. I just knew I needed to do it again. And, that if I was going to do 
it again, I needed to step it up. This is what led me to volunteer to be Team Captain 
this year!  
 
During the training in 2014, I would always think about my mom and aunts... what 
strong women they are and how I was running every step for them. While this is still 
true for 2016, I am also thinking about everyone on this team. I was truly inspired by 
each of your stories, and I will be pounding the pavement with you, and for each of 
you & your friends/family affected by breast cancer in your stories.  
 
RAISE HELL! 



Meet Missy Reid
 
I’m Missy Reid, a proud Kentuckian and mother of two handsome young men. I live 
in small city called London, located about 40 miles from the Tennessee state line, 
and I serve as communications director for an automotive network with four 
dealerships and several support facilities. My husband, Tommy, and I are excited to 
both be running the TCS New York City Marathon in 2016.  
 
New York will be my seventh marathon, but it’s also my first. Never before have I run 
for charity, and if I’d been chosen through the lottery system, I probably wouldn’t be 
doing it now. Pledging to raise thousands of dollars was scary for me. But I thought 
it through and began investing my resources to assure its success. I’ve left nothing 
to chance. As a result, here I am—proudly representing Team TPA. 
 
Now, allow me to introduce my friends Beth and Shannon—my reasons for running 
and for never again entering a race lottery. Both were in their early 40s when 
diagnosed with the rare and aggressive inflammatory breast cancer. They battled 
the disease with tenacity, determination and dignity as they recovered from 
mastectomies, each adjusting to life both physically and emotionally. Since then, 
they have both said goodbye to cancer. Beth’s farewell came on Oct. 3, 2008, when 
she died at age 43. For 43-year-old Shannon, that day was Sept. 13, 2013, when 
doctors officially labeled her a survivor. Their stories are remarkably similar, but 
there’s a heartbreaking difference: Shannon was lucky, and Beth wasn’t. 
 
The timing of each woman’s mammogram proved critical. Shannon’s led to an early 
diagnosis that saved her life, while Beth’s didn’t detect anything at all—probably 
because cancer had not yet invaded her body. 
 
Mammograms are great, but they’re not enough. We need to invest our resources 
to assure the success of research advancement. We must leave nothing to chance. 
That’s why I’ll forfeit my next opportunity to enter a race lottery. For Beth and for 
Shannon, and all those who have either survived or died fighting, I’ll jump straight 
to the charity application. Yes, it’s scary. But it’s rewarding in so many ways. Life 
shouldn’t be a lottery.  



Meet Sanaz Sekercioglu
 
I am an avid runner and lover of all things health and fitness related.   
 
My very young aunt was recently diagnosed with a breast cancer which was a shock 
to the entire family.  Although almost everyone knows of someone that has been 
affected by breast cancer, this was my first experience with a close family member.   
 
Throughout the entire process, her strength, determination and overall spirit to fight 
this disease and stand stronger at the end for herself and her family has truly left me 
speechless.  I believe that through philanthropy, so much can be done to bring 
more awareness and support to helping find a cure for this awful disease.    
 
I am dedicated to help the cause and am so honored to have the opportunity to run 
for such an amazing organization.   



Meet Lucy Straker
 
28 years old. Moved from London to NYC in September 2013. 
  
Why I want to run the Marathon… 
  
I have never actually run more than 10 miles! Am I mad?! … Probably! However, I 
believe everyone should run at least one marathon in their lifetime to prove that 
they can do it. Additionally  it also forces me to discover other areas of the city that I 
haven’t explored before. 26.2 miles of being the ultimate tourist. 
  
Why do I want to run for TPA… 
  
For me to actually get round the course I definitely needed a focus. My mother’s 
best friend who was also my godmother lost a long running battle to breast cancer 
in 2013.  Since then it appears to be more and more common amongst friends and 
family and unfortunately no one is immune to it. It is something that we 
continuously fight against, yet it has the unforgiving ability to change one’s life in a 
day. If I can have a hand in helping fight it then I want to be part of that. 
  



Meet Laura Tramer

My name is Laura Tramer and I am a pediatric emergency department nurse in 
Chicago, Illinois.  
 
The NYC Marathon will be my first full marathon and I will be running alongside my 
mom and my cousin. We will be running in memory of my Aunt Sue, who lost her 
battle to breast cancer in 2005.  
 
I am so excited to be running as part of team TPA and I can't wait to meet the rest 
of the team!  



Meet Megan Watkin
 
I'm Meghan and I'm originally from Philadelphia, PA.  
 
I was inspired to run with Team TPA after watching two very important women in my 
life battle breast cancer fearlessly. Karen Brignola, was my best friend's mother, and 
also my own mom's best friend. She was taken from us in 2007. Katie Durant, who 
was a second mother to me, and again, one of my mom's best friends, was taken 
from us in 2015. Not only did these two women inspire me to run with the team, but 
the courage and strength their families continue to show every day inspired, and 
continues to inspire me, as well.  

  
I'm so excited and honored to be a part of this team!  



#TPArunsNYC


